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A 005. PALANGA AIRPORT CHARGES
Replace AIC A 002/2017
Palanga airport charges as applicable from the 1st of November 2019 are given below.
Types of charges, rates:
1.

Departing passenger charge

1.1

Departing passenger charge per each departing passenger - 11.58 EUR.

Passenger service charges shall be collected for the services rendered to a passenger departing from the Republic
of Lithuania.
2.

Aircraft landing charge

2.1 Per each ton of aircraft when the MTOM is 2 tons or over – 10.54 EUR The rate of landing charges per each
MTOW ton of aircraft.
2.2

When the MTOM is less than 2 tons – 2.00 EUR.

Users whose aircraft depart from the Airport but cannot or are not allowed to continue their flight due to technical
failures or meteorological conditions, are exempted from the aircraft landing charge.
Users whose aircraft land at the Airport as an alternate airport, shall pay 50% of landing charge for landing services.
3.

Parking charge

3.1 Per each ton of aircraft when the MTOM is 2 tons or over – 1.45 EUR The rate of parking charges per each
MTOW ton of aircraft calculated for each 24 hours.
3.2

When the MTOM is less than 2 tons – 6.00 EUR

The aircraft parking charge is calculated for the use of the Airport parking stands. The parking time at which an aircraft
is stationed at the Airport shall begin to run from the moment the aircraft lands at the Airport. Aircraft parking charge
is calculated on a 24-hour basis; parking time up to 24 hours is considered as one day, from 24 to 48 hours - two days
and so on.
The aircraft parking charge is applied for each day the aircraft is parked at the Airport, regardless of how many hours
of the new day the aircraft is parked at the Airport.
The aircraft parking charge shall not be applied in the following cases:
— aircraft stays less than 3 hours in the Airport;
— when User’s aircraft carrying cargo by charter flights stays in the Airport for less than 6 hours and its MTOM is
from 101 to 170 tons;
— when User’s aircraft carrying cargo by charter flights stays in the Airport for less than 9 hours and its MTOM is
171 tons and more.
Users whose aircraft land at the Airport as an alternate airport, shall pay 50% of the aircraft parking charge.
MTOM – the maximum take-off mass.
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Aircraft leading (follow me) charge

4.1 Leading (follow me) charges shall be collected for the services of a follow-me car that escorts an aircraft from
its parking place to the runway or from the runway to its parking place. Aircraft leading (follow me) charge –
17.38 EUR. This service is provided upon request.
5.

Disabled and persons with reduced mobility (PRM) charge

5.1 Fee applicable at Palanga Airport to ensure proper services for disabled and persons with reduced mobility
(PRM) is EUR 0,06 per each departing and arriving passenger, excluding transit passengers and children under two
years of age.
Charges are provided without VAT.
Detailed information are published on airport website www.ltou.lt
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